
Sculpt Ergonomic Desktop

Split keyset design

Cushioned palm rest

Domed keyboard design



Advanced Ergonomic Design
The Sculpt Ergonomic Desktop has a uniquely modern design and an amazingly comfortable feel. It’s 
built on advanced ergonomic principles, incorporating a split keyboard layout to help position the wrists 
and forearms in a natural, relaxed position, a cushioned palm rest to provide wrist support, and a domed 
keyboard shape to reduce wrist pronation. The mouse is also designed to maximize wrist comfort with its 
unique ergonomic shape.  And it also includes features like the Windows button which gives you convenient, 
one-touch to access to the Windows 8 Start screen, so you’ll be able to stay comfortable and productive all 
day long.

Features
Keyboard
Split keyset design helps to position wrists and 
forearms in a natural, relaxed position
Cushioned palm rest provides support and 
promotes a neutral wrist position
Domed keyboard design positions wrists at a 
natural, relaxed angle
Separate number pad provides greater flexibilty for 
workspace setup
Natural Arc key layout mimics the curved shape of 
the finger tips
Reverse tilt angles the keyboard to promote a 
straight neutral wrist position

Mouse
The shape of the mouse is designed to 
maximize wrist comfort
Thumb scoop helps to maintain the correct 
ergonomic hand and wrist position
Windows button provides one-touch access to 
the Start screen
Back button for faster navigation
4-way scroll wheel for navigating up, 
down, left and right

Sculpt Ergonomic Desktop

Microsoft Ship Date
August 2013

Microsoft Part Number
L5V-XXXXX

Estimated Retail Price
$XXX.XX

UPC Code
XXXXXXXXXXXX

Retail Single Package
Weight: 4.28 lbs
Dimensions: 8.86”L x 21.06”W x 
1.77”D

Retail Masterpack
Quantity: 5
Weight: 22.92 lbs
Dimensions: 22.07”L x 13.84”W x 
11.77”D

System Requirements

Windows 8, Windows RT1, Windows 7, Mac OSX v10.4-10.x1

Proprietary 2.4 GHz

     
Windows 150 MB

Keyboard: 2 AAA alkaline batteries (included) 
Keypad: 1 Lithium battery CR2430 (included) 
Mouse: 2 AA alkaline batteries (included)

Software download required for full functionality of all features. 
You must accept License Terms for software download at: 
microsoft.com/hardware/downloads. Broadband required. 
Added charges may apply.
1Advanced functionality not available with all devices. See com-
patibility information at: http://www.microsoft.com/hardware/
compatibility

Limited hardware warranty:  
www.microsoft.com/hardware/warranty
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